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Problem Set 2
1. Prove that 3

√
7 is irrational.

2. Prove that 3
√

49 is irrational.

3. Recall the Prime Time System task:

Prime Time System. Let p be an odd prime and let x and y be integers > 0.
Suppose that:

x + y2 = 2p (1)

x2 + y = 4p. (2)

This system of equations (and conditions) has a unique (numerical) solution for
(x, y, p). Find it.

Please hand in a solution to this task. Your solution should state all the con-
ditions of the task, and it should be clear how they were used. Be mindful
about how you use the words “and” and “or” in your solution.

4. (Part A:) If you take two numbers from the set Q〈
√

7〉 = {a+ b
√

7 | a, b ∈ Q}
and add or multiply them, do you necessarily get a number that was in the
original set? Explain why or why not. (Part B:) What if you take two numbers
from the set Q〈 3

√
7〉 = {a + b 3

√
7 | a, b ∈ Q}?

5. A student is describing some work to you, “Say a and b are both counting
numbers, and I know 8 goes into both of them. Then,. . . ” the student pauses
and looks at the textbook, “. . . Either a has to be a multiple of 8 or b has to be
a multiple of 8, or both. That’s because of from Euclid’s Lemma. So let’s say
I plug in 4 for a and 10 for b, I get 40, which is 8 times 5. Now I want to figure
out if it’s a or b that has to with 8. Since 4 goes into 8 evenly, that tells us that
a is the one that is a multiple of 8.”

Explain the student’s reasoning, how the student applied Euclid’s Lemma,
and the student’s misconceptions.

6. Prove the following statement:

a, b, c, d ∈ Q, a + b
√

7 = c + d
√

7 =⇒ a = c, b = d.

In your proposition, rewrite the statement using only words and the symbols
a, b, c, d,

√
7,=.

7. Let’s take a look at the statement of Euclid’s Lemma: Suppose we have a
prime p that’s a factor of the product ab of two integers a and b. Then p has
to be a factor of a or a factor of b (or both). (Part A:) What would happen if
we replaced the phrase “prime p” in Euclid’s Lemma with “perfect square
p2, where p is a prime”? (Part B:) What would happen if we replaced the
phrase “prime p” with “a number p that is a multiple of 100”?

Would the entire phrase still hold? Are there any conclusions that you could
draw about the relationship between a, b, and p?


